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Abstract: By developing products that are in line with consumer needs, anticipating their profitability and manufacturing them,
Big Data has opened up a lot of possibilities for building customer loyalty and commercial business by proactively engaging and
comprehensively streamlining offers across all customer touch points. The use of big data to determine the best, most efficient
ways to engage and interact with their customers will be discussed in this paper. An insight into how Spotify intends to provide
music lovers additional ways to find their favourite songs, interact with artists, and improve Spotify recommendations has been
provided.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
In global firms' new product development (NPD) endeavours, big data is becoming increasingly important. Firms are increasingly
relying on valuable knowledge obtained from big data to be competitive in today's fast-changing business climate (Barton 2 and
Court, 2012) [1] ;(Salehan and Kim, 2015) [2]. As a result, companies are increasingly turning to big data to a) better understand
their customers, b) produce better products, and c) provide more personalised services to their customers. One of the most
significant potential benefits of collecting big data, according to Davenport (2012) [3], is its application in the development of new
products and services. However, just a few studies have looked into how firms may improve their service using big data. This article
explains how firms may use big data to reduce time to market, increase user adoption, and cut costs while developing new products.
Big data enables companies to have a better understanding of their products, customers, and markets, which is essential for
consumer loyalty. Businesses' main challenge is figuring out how to use big data to improve customer intelligence. Whereas almost
everyone, including marketers, corporate managers, researchers, and policymakers, have experienced problems and challenges as a
result of the "big data" phenomenon: How can big data be used to benefit marketing, management, and policy-making? While 63
percent of organisations see big data analytics as a competitive advantage, 80 percent of marketers say they don't know how to turn
data into action, and 95 percent of data within organisations remains unused, according to several academic and industry reports
(Kiron et al., 2011) [4]; Rogers and Sexton, 2012) [5]; (Monetate, 2014 a,b) [6]. Even more baffling, according to one survey (Allen
et al., 2005) [7], while 80% of CEOs believe they provide exceptional customer service, just 8% of customers concur. To
demonstrate how the principles might be utilized to get additional benefit from big data, a case study with Spotify, a commercial
music streaming service firm, is used. The repercussions for practitioners and academia are examined, and conclusions are offered
towards the end.
II. A CASE STUDY ON SPOTIFY
Spotify is a music streaming service that is accessible online. Most of the data is centred on the user, allowing them to make music
recommendations and select the next songs. They do everything they can to incorporate the culture into every decision and activity.
Spotify aims to be completely data-driven in its data analytics. Spotify employs the complete collaborative filtering process,
providing it with the most up-to-date representation of users and artists. Spotify data analytics primarily deals with massive amounts
of data, which is nothing new, and also take into account the link between data warehouses and data marts. The data analysis gives
us a better understanding of listening patterns and preferences.
A. Why Spotify makes use of Big DataSpotify takes a critical approach to utilising the data collected by its users by using it to create material that each user will regard as
unique to their preferences. The goal is to provide users with a positive experience that will lead to them becoming loyal clients.
Various Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning algorithms have been used to do this.
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B. Developing Personalized Content
The platform's "Discover" feature, for example, which was first introduced in 2012, plays a critical part in Spotify's data collection.
This feature started out as a playlist of music published by the user's favourite artists, but it evolved into a recommendation engine
that suggested a collection of tracks as the user's playlist progressed, all of which were aligned along the lines of the songs in the
playlist. In order for the platform to be able to personalise these playlists, it has to pay close attention to both the tracks that users
stream and how they engage with each tune in general.
C. For Enhanced Marketing through Targeted Ads
While enhancing the customer experience, Spotify has also been willing to incorporate a massive amount of data provided by its
users for the sake of upgrading their ad campaigns and better targeting their customers. This is done by the platform reviewing the
information they've gathered about their listeners and then using that information to develop commercials that are specifically
targeted at the platform's target audience.
D. Continuously Updating its System
The freedom to explore the site's well-known playlists helps the platform to generate data from an additional hundred million or
more users, which is particularly beneficial as the firm focuses on improving its suggestion algorithms to provide a satisfying
tailored experience to its customers. In order to make their vast quantity of data available to their musicians and managers, Spotify
launched a Spotify for Artists tool, which gives them access to information like which playlists have been helping them attract new
users and the total number of streams they've received
III. ANALYSIS
For our analysis, we will analyse a large Spotify dataset in order to find patterns and decipher whether there is a fixed recipe or a
common criterion to produce hit songs. The dataset used consists of over 17k rows with multiple parameters as columns.We will
conduct an Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) on a specified Spotify music dataset in order to derive our conclusions.
The initial dataset has the following key attributes:
Range Index: 174389 entries,
Data columns (total 21 columns):
# Column
Non-Null Count Dtype
--- ------------------- ----0 acousticness 174389 non-null float64
1 artists
174389 non-null object
2 danceability 174389 non-null float64
3 duration ms
174389 non-null int64
4 energy
174389 non-null float64
5 explicit
174389 non-null int64
6 id
174389 non-null object
7 instrumentalness 174389 non-null float64
8 key
174389 non-null int64
9 liveness
174389 non-null float64
10 loudness
174389 non-null float64
11 mode
174389 non-null int64
12 name
174389 non-null object
13 popularity
174389 non-null int64
14 release date 174389 non-null datetime64[ns]
15 speechiness
174389 non-null float64
16 tempo
174389 non-null float64
17 valence
174389 non-null float64
18 year
174389 non-null int64
19 release_year 174389 non-null int64
20 release_month 174389 non-null object
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However, since the id column won’t be that useful for our analysis, we can drop it.
Here is a brief glance at the refined dataset being analysed –

a) We first perform some basic data cleaning methods such as removing any duplicate entries or empty rows before we start our
main analysis. Now, as part of our main data exploration and analysis, we look at the distribution of these tracks by popularity
in Fig. 1:

Fig. 1 Distribution of tracks by popularity
b) From the graph in Fig.2. it becomes evident that more than 45k songs are in a popularity graveyard. And most of the songs are
distributed between 1 and 40 points of popularity approximately. This indicates that the music market is highly competitive in
this time range. We now try to analyse past trends as well to see if it was always competitive and whether this trend has been
increasing over the years.

Fig. 2 Distribution of tracks produced over time
Based on this graph in Fig.2. it seems it’s getting more and more competitive year after year, with nearly 140k songs produced in
2020. This could be attributed to the fact that 2020 was a year where many people had a lot of free time at home and hence this led
to a boom in the music generation segment.
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If we explore the overall metrics in our dataset, we get the following observation:

Fig. 3 Analysis of the dataset
From this table in Fig.3., it's evident that there’s a big leap between the 90% and 99% percentiles in the popularity variable,
compared to the previous ones. So, it seems that a few great hits are close to scoring 100 in popularity. This means that there is a
select group of tracks being quite popular on Spotify
We can therefore analyse if it is possible to get there by putting the right chords and rhythm into our song? We plot a correlation
chart (heatmap) to find this out:
The attributes taken into consideration are track attributes = ["popularity","acousticness","danceability","energy","duration_ms","instrumentalness", "valence", "tempo",
"liveness", "loudness", "speechiness"]

Fig. 4 Correlation chart (heatmap)
Based on this heatmap in Fig.4., we can see that there are no significant correlations between popularity and the track’s attributes.
Still, it would be worth diving deep into the three attributes that showed a positive correlation: danceability, energy and loudness in
Fig.5.
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Fig. 5 Correlation chart of danceability, energy and loudness
This is confirming what we first saw in our correlation heatmap in Fig.4, but revealed something quite interesting for our analysis:
most of the high popularity outliers are found within the highest ranges of the three attributes, especially for loudness. This might
be a huge stepping stone towards solving our main question.
It would be best to subset our data to get the most popular songs, so we can see how present are these attributes:
So, we gather a subset of all songs that have a popularity factor of greater than or equal to 80
For this new subset, we can see in Fig.6, what they have in common by plotting their attributes by mean:

Fig. 6 Plot of different attributes by mean
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From the graph it seems, danceability is a quite strong contestant as it is a major attribute in most popular songs as seen in
Fig7.We can also take a look at how these have been part of the most popular songs over time:

Fig. 7 Audio attributes over time for popular songs
Seems like popular songs have always been quite energetic, danceable and loud during the last 50 years, as well as happy. This
looks like a clear indicator of people's music taste. Let’s take a look at the top 25 artists with songs that are currently popular and
compare it with a random sample
['Taylor Swift']
14
['Billie Eilish']
10
['BTS']
9
['Bad bunny']
9
['Ariana Grande']
9
['XXXTENTACION']
8
['Ed Sheeran']
6
['Lewis Capaldi']
6
['Harry Styles']
6
['Pop Smoke']
5
['One Direction']
5
['Dua Lipa']
5
['Imagine Dragons'] 5
['Sam Smith']
4
['Morgan Wallen']
4
['Travis Scott']
4
['Post Malone']
4
['The Kid LAROI']
4
['Bruno Mars']
4
['Justin Bieber']
4
['Arctic Monkeys']
4
['Miley Cyrus']
3
['Shawn Mendes']
3
['Coldplay']
3
Seems like Taylor Swift, BTS and Billie Eilish are quite popular right now with >9 current hit tracks. However, all of the artists in
the top 25 list are already very well known, as well as many of the ones in the list.
So, it can be concluded as from the analysis of this data that:
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Producing a hit track won’t necessarily depend just on how happy, energic, danceable or loud your song is, but more likely it would
be related to your current popularity as an artist. However, in order to increase the probability of generating a relatively popular
song, the analysis suggests that it would be a good idea to add attributes that have high popularity like the ones shown in the
analysis above.
IV. LIMITATIONS
A. The dataset used in the current analysis is not large enough to capture significant trends at the root level. It is suitable for a
high-level exploratory analysis but not big enough to derive business insights into the data.
B. User data is inherently biased as it only captures the data of a specific section/group of people. Hence the analysis performed
may be affected and the insights captured might possess a certain level of bias that corrupts the derivations.
C. Some parameters used to analyse data may not be significant factors in deriving the required conclusions and insights.
Considering them might skew the results by some margin.
D. Most of the big data captured from users is prone to noise. A single outlier may have a negative effect on the whole dataset.
E. Analysing large quantities of data may slow down systems and also have a significant cost associated with it. Sometimes this
cost outweighs the gains achieved by conducting a thorough analysis.
F. Big data analysis is prone to security vulnerabilities. It can act as a potential point of failure or attack in cases of sensitive data.
G. Big data analytics cannot be conducted conclusively for data which has privacy restrictions.
V.
CONCLUSION
In today's environment, when streaming music has surpassed purchased music, the music industry has been forced to shift its focus
away from record sales and toward collecting data with the purpose of determining the impact a particular song, artist, or album has
on the general population. Because the data also provides a deeper understanding of listening trends, audience markets, and other
areas, it is a never-ending revolution for those in the industry.
Spotify becomes an inadvertently self-marketable platform because users promote their engagement on their own accord because it
is a social and sharing experience. By combining its application of data with a robust user experience custom made for social media,
Spotify becomes an inadvertently self-marketable platform. Spotify would not have turned out the way it did if it hadn't been for big
data. With a rising presence in numerous countries and a growing audience, more data will be generated in the future years. More
data will result in better suggestions, better predictions, more users, and, as a result, more compensation to the rights holders.
Spotify was able to completely transform the music industry because to big data.
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